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Race 1 

#6 Gold Star Aurora- Has struggled making her normal brush over her last 

few starts but already beat this company earlier in the year. 

#4 Ms Casey Mac- Likes to be forwardly placed early on and with a short 

field here she may be leaving the gate like a rocket. 

#5 Rear View- She may have to deal with speed outside of her tonight 

early on but she may be able to rally late for minors. 

 

Race 2 

#1 Sweet Royalty- Takes a drop in class here tonight and flashed wicked 

early speed here last week, just has to ration out his speed to win. 

#3 L Dees Courageous- Makes the 4th start out tonight for the new 

connections and has already proven he has talent, needs to mind his 

manners early. 

#4 Cinnabar Hall- Likes to do his best work from off the pace late and 

has a lot of speed inside of him early, perfect trip could payoff here. 

 

Race 3 

#6 The Big Muscle- Ships in from Vernon off a nice closing victory last 

out and looks to be finding his best form after a long layoff. 

#8 Vicki All- May be forced to leave the gate fast from the outside here 

if she wants to play a part and was a solid 3rd here last week. 

#1 Choochoocharlie- Races best when forwardly placed early on but tends 

to want to stop on the end of the mile, minors again tonight. 

 

Race 4 

#4 Motown N- Takes yet another drop in class tonight after being involved 

in an accident on the far turn last week, should crush tonight. 

#6 Time Out I'M Tired- Has struggled to find his back class here in 2019 

and takes a drop down in class tonight as well, up near the front early 

here. 

#1 Tangled Mind- He likes to make a brushing move near the 3/4 mile mark 

but has two Open pacers to deal with tonight, up for minors late in the 

stretch. 

 

Race 5 

#5 Meadowbranch Vicki- Dropped in to this class last week after facing 

tougher at Harrah's and got the job done, repeat in the work here. 

#7 Bat Chip Crazy- Improved a lot in his last start out here when he 

chased better and if he improves again he will be close late. 

#4 President- Has struggled with some breaking issues in 2019 but does 

show signs of ability, has to stay on stride to play a part late. 

 

Race 6 

#2 Rocknroll Captain- The last time he was here he drew off to win by 8 

lengths and if he gets an easy lead tonight they will be chasing late. 

#1 Sociable- I did not like the trip this one had here last week as he 

was locked in with pace until late in the stretch, value play in the 

trifecta here. 

#5 Runhappy Ten- Has shown some furious late kick in deep stretch and if 

they go fast up front early on he will be the one to watch in the late 

stages. 



 

Race 7 

#5 Rollingndiamonds- She is down in class tonight and has not flashed her 

early speed in quite some time, change of tactics against cheaper 

tonight. 

#4 Gemalous- Is a victim of a bad trip every once in a while and races 

best from out of a hole late, pocket ride would be the best bet for her 

here. 

#2 Lulu De Vie- Showed two giant qualifiers at Monticello and then had 

two very bad trips after that, the stretch to a bigger track should help. 

 

Race 8 

#1 Blurred Lines- She has wicked early speed to offer and draws a 

favorable rail post to work from tonight, makes the 2nd start out for the 

new barn. 

#6 Thank The Bank- Has been closing with effort the last few starts out 

and if the pace is fast early on she could steal the show late. 

#4 Lusty Delight- She beat this similar company here earlier in the year 

and was throwing in some giant miles just a month ago. 

 

Race 9 

#4 Goldstar Rockette- She has the best early gate speed of any horse in 

the race and if she can get the lead with ease early on she will go wire 

to wire. 

#2 Marvalous Jet- Likes to make a first over move nearing the half mile 

mark and if she gets cover tonight she will be deadly in the stretch. 

#8 Prairie Easter- Has won 2 of her last 4 starts out and is razor sharp 

right now, has to deal with the outside post though tonight. 

 

Race 10 

#6 Truth And Liberty- Showed her class last week digging in after some 

wicked early fractions, sharpest horse in the field prior to tonight. 

#5 Gigi From Fiji- Has beaten the top choice in here more than once this 

year but only seems to race well when pointed to the lead early. 

#4 Gold Star Mysti- May be the most versatile horse in the field and over 

the last three weeks she has found her better form as well. 

 

Race 11 

#4 Grey Ice- Exploded from out of a hole here late last week and I think 

he can race from any spot on the track and get the job done again 

tonight. 

#2 Soho Hanover- Always has a breaking issue while racing and takes a 

drop in class tonight against cheaper looking to improve. 

#6 Gifted Way- Has back class to his credit from last year and has been 

lightly raced this year with just 10 starts, up for minors late. 

 

Race 12 

#3 Mr Big Bucks- Will be able to make an easy lead tonight from an inside 

post and if the fractions are slow early he should wire this field. 

#1 P L Mccracken- Has hit the board in 4 of 8 starts this year and that 

is a pretty good resume considering he broke in two starts as well. 

#4 Im An Art Major- Likes to come flying from off the pace late and the 

only way he can win this is with a speed duel in front of him early on. 


